We are Learneron, education technology startup developing LearnerOn.Net - an intelligent online platform for global Lifelong Learners.

We are seeking a part-time colleague for our small Prague-based team, working in mostly virtual workplace, for the position of:

Knowledge Engineering & Data Science Intern

The work description:

Exploring and engineering ontological and graph data structures, turning raw(-er) data into knowledge graphs,

Coding and training Natural Language Processing models, such as document embeddings, and comparing their performance,

Engineering and analyzing document similarity models, semantic search,

Implementing and analyzing matching algorithms, in particular of the stable-matching family,

Documenting and testing code, preparing production-ready pipelines for cloud deployment.

Skills you will need:

Passion for learning and exploration, as this will be all about it,

Python ML & DL stack, understanding of NLP techniques,

Graph databases orientation, in particular Neo4j and Cypher would be handy,

Algorithms and graph-like structures orientation, ontologies and related matters,

Git and Google Colab working understanding.

Sounds interesting? Send us please your CV to:

administrator@learneron.net